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Abstract: This paper is aimed at establishing new stability and controllability results for
nonlinear systems. The approach is to use the Lyapunov indirect method to obtain the stability of
the equilibrium solution of the uncontrolled nonlinear system by applying the Jacobi’s
linearization method and the controllability of the controlled system obtained by the rank
criterion for properness. Example is given with a real-life application to illustrate the
effectiveness of the theoretical results.
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1. Introduction
The study of nonlinear systems with control inputs has attracted lots of attention in recent years
see for example [1], [2],[3], etc., because of its wide area of application. Although the study of
nonlinear systems have made tremendous progress in recent year, there are lots of new
challenges and problems existing in many areas including stability and control of such systems
as seen in Xie et al. [4].
A nonlinear control system can be defined literally as a system in which the interdependence
between the control inputs and output variables have no linear combination; this implies some
extra interactions between the control variables may be required even if some level of
dependence can be established as linear combination from the input control variables.
For a given nonlinear control system stability is one of the most important characteristics to be
investigated. There are several analysis technique for investigating the stability of nonlinear
system with control inputs which includes the Lyapunov based, fixed point based and spectral
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radius see [5] and references therein for detailed explanation on these methods. The focus on this
paper is on the Lyapunov based research; this method of research first presented by the Russian
Mathematician Lyapunov in 1892 ([6]) has two methods (the direct and indirect methods of
Lyapunov) for stability analysis of dynamical systems. Though the Lyapunov direct method can
be used to design and analyze nonlinear systems and achieve global results on stability. Our
interest is on the latter type; where instead of looking for a Lyapunov function to be applied
directly to the nonlinear system, we use the idea of system linearization around a given point to
achieve stability within some region (see [7]) using quadratic Lyapunov functions, and the result
applied to controllability analysis of the system.
The stability of nonlinear systems has been studied by several authors including [1], [8], [9],
[10], [11] and [12]. For example, in [10]; Li et al., (2013) studied nonlinear second order model
and equilibrium point characteristic analysis of DC traction power supply establishing results in
electromagnetic transient process of traction power supply system using eigen-value analysis
method. In [11]; Okumus and Soykan (2018) investigated the nature of the solutions of second
order nonlinear difference equations establishing results on local stability of the equilibrium
point and oscillatory behaviour of the systems using Linearization and Jacobian matrix method
where they ensured that none of the eigen-values has modulus greater than one
The study of nonlinear systems have been extended to the controllability of nonlinear systems
see [2], [3], [13] etc. In [13]; Davies and Oliver (2015) studied the Null controllability of neutral
systems with infinite delays by developing sufficient conditions when the values of the control
lie in an

-dimensional unit cube, their conditions guarantee that, if the uncontrolled system is

uniformly asymptotically stable and the control system satisfies a full rank condition then the
control system is null controllable with constraint. In [3]; Klamka et al, (2017) investigated the
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controllability of second order dynamical systems by validating results on different approaches
to the problem of controllability using moment and fixed-point methods.
Motivated by the works in ([3], [10] and [11]) we extends the methods in [3] and [11] to
establish results on stability of nonlinear systems using the Lyapunov indirect method and
controllability of the system by the rank criterion for properness. These results are then applied
to a physical system (mass spring damper) with their simulation output results given.
The paper is organized in the following order; Section 1, contains general overview of the study
background as introduction. In Section 2, preliminaries and definitions on the subject areas are
given as guide to the research methodology. Section 3 contains stability results on the
equilibrium point for the system while Section 4 contains the main results of this research; with
application and simulation output results illustrating the effectiveness of the study given in
Section 5 prior to the discussion and conclusion in Section 6
2. Preliminaries and definitions
Let

,

is a real

– dimensional Euclidean space with norm | |. We consider the

autonomous system
̇
where

,

and

is a continuously differentiable function and

define
̅
Here,
where

are

and

constant matrices respectively, and

denotes the Jaciobian matrix.

Consider system

with all its necessary assumptions given by
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and its free system
̇
Here, the variation of parameter of the system (2.3) with its initial complete state
its necessary assumptions following the methods in ([2], [13]) for

̅(

∫

where

is an

)

and all

is given by

∫

matrix function with
, a.e in and in , and
{

Set,

and define the reachable set

of (2.3) as

∫
The controllability matrix of (2.3) is given by
∫
where
is the transpose of . The admissible controls in this paper is a measurable
valued function with
constrained to lie in an
dimensional unit cube
{
| |
}.
We now give some definitions that underpins the subject areas of this research work
Definition 2.1. The equilibrium point
exists a

of system (2.3) is stable if for any

such that if

for all
{

if any trajectory starting from inside the ball
{

‖ ‖

‖ ‖

there

. The origin is stable
} remains within the

}, otherwise the equilibrium point is unstable.
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vector
; where,

Definition 2.2. The equilibrium point
there exists a

such that if

{

the ball

of system (2.3) is asymptotically stable if for any

‖ ‖

In this case

} is called the attraction domain of the equilibrium point.

Therefore, the attraction domain is the set of all initial points that the equilibrium point is
asymptotically stable
Definition 2.3. System (2.3) is Euclidean null controllable with constraints on [
there exists a
satisfies

and

such that the solution

and

] if for each

of (2.3) with

.
3. Stability Result

Consider system (2.1) with

given by

̇
Theorem 3.1.
If

Lyapunov’s indirect method

is an equilibrium point for the system (3.1) with

, for all

|

be the Jacobian matrix of

with respect to

at the origin such that

̅
and assume that
‖ ̅
‖ ‖

‖
‖ ‖

Furthermore, let

be defined by equation (3.2), so that it can be approximated by

̇
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. Let

Then, the origin is
a. Asymptotically stable if the origin of the linearized system (3.5) is asymptotically stable,
i.e. if the matrix A is Hurwitz namely the eigenvalues of A lies on
b. Unstable if the origin of the linearized system (3.5) is unstable i.e. if one or more
eigenvalues of A lie in

, the open right-half of the complex plane.

Proof: The proof is similar to that in [14], we therefore show that of (a). Consider the following
Lyapunov function candidate

. The derivative of

along the trajectories is

given by
̅

[

]

̅

[

̅
Since A is Hurwitz,

implies that ‖ ̅
all ‖ ‖
̇

there exists

such that

‖ ̅

‖

as ‖ ‖

‖ ‖
‖

‖ ‖

‖ ‖

.

, for all ‖ ‖

which

‖ ‖ ‖ ‖ , for

‖ ‖

‖ ‖ ]‖ ‖ , for all ‖ ‖
‖ ‖ that is

‖ ̅

. Hence, ̇

‖ ‖ , for all ‖ ‖

‖

. Using the fact that,
[

̅

. For other terms, we note that

Therefore, for all

]

‖ ‖ . It follows that
. Choosing

implies ̇

such that

, and therefore

is asymptotically

stable.
4. Controllability Results
Consider system (2.3) with all its necessary assumptions
Theorem 4.1. In system (2.3), if rank [
Euclidean controllable on [

]

].
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then the system (2.3) is completely

Proof: We show that the controllability matrix
an n-vector

all

. Then∫ [

such that
on

is nonsingular. Suppose not, then there exists
][

and hence

except possibly for a finite number of points. In particular

in a neighbourhood to the left of

. Therefore

for

and

the fact that
[

]

. Using

, it follows that
]

[

]

. Hence, rank [

]

and

, a contradiction.

Theorem 4.2. In system (2.3) assume that,
i.

System (2.3) is completely Euclidean controllable and

ii.

System (2.3) with

is uniformly asymptotically stable.

Then system (2.3) is Euclidean null controllable with constraints
Proof: By

, system (2.3) is completely Euclidean controllable with constraints, so that
. Hence, there exists a ball , such that
By

, every solution of system (2.3) with

Hence at some point

satisfies

satisfies

.therefore, using

as initial function, there exists a

and some

, for each

such that the solution

Main Results
The main result of this paper will now be stated as follows;
Theorem 4.3: In system (2.3) assume that:
System (2.4) is uniformly asymptotically stable

ii.

System (2.3) with

iii.

rank [

]

satisfies the condition
.
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.

as an initial point and

, proving the theorem.

i.

as

‖ ̅(
‖ ‖

‖ ‖

)‖

of (2.3)

Then system (2.3) is Euclidean null controllable with constraints.
Proof: By

, system (2.3) is completely Euclidean controllable. Hence,

,

and

satisfies the requirements of Theorem 4.2 and the proof is complete.
5. Application
Here, we give the modelling of a mass spring damper system as an application. Consider a mass
attached to a nonlinear spring and damper, as illustrated in Fig. 1 below. The restoring force in
the spring is assumed to be a function of the displacement of the mass from its equilibrium
position, say

, where y is the distance of the mass from its equilibrium position. The

resistive forces due to damping is of velocity

̇ . Finally,

denotes the external forces acting

on the mass.

𝑔 𝑦
𝑀

𝑢

𝑦̇
Fig. 1: A model of a mass spring damper

By Newton’s law of motion the model will be given by
̇
̈

̇

Assumptions:
i.

The spring is considered to be a hard spring and modelled as a non-linear function of the
form

ii.

The damper reaction force is modelled as a linear function
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̇

̇

iii.

The force acting on the mass is considered the input or control variable

.

The equation of motion using Newton’s law then is given by
̈

̇

Putting (5.1) in state space form gives ̇
̅

[

̅

with
⁄ [

]

]

, where

[ ]

Example 1
If the nonlinear system (5.2) is estimated by the equation
̈

̇

We can check the stability of the system (5.3) with

, by applying Theorem 3.1 to get

[
[

]

]

All points of equilibrium must lie on the real axis, when

̇

̈

and putting

in the state space form we get,
̇
̈
This implies
(

. This gives two points of equilibrium

and

). The Jacobian is now evaluated at these two points. For
[

]

[
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]

with

The linearized matrix then at equilibrium for
with

using

[

and unstable point with

]

for

point, the first assumption of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied i.e.

gives a stable point
. Since

is stable

is an equilibrium point.

We now show that condition (3.4) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied as follows. Let
‖ ̅ ‖
‖ ‖

‖ ‖

Thus, condition

√
‖ ‖

√

is satisfied, hence system (5.3) is asymptotically stable. (see Fig. 2 for the

phase plane diagram of system

)

We now show using Theorem 4.1 that the system
[

]

rank [

]

[ ],

[

[

is controllable, we have
]

]

Hence, system (5.3) is controllable since rank [

]

(see Fig. 3 for the open loop

response of system (5.3)).
Since all the conditions in Theorem 4.3 are satisfied, we conclude that the system
Euclidean null controllable with constraints.
Example 2
If the nonlinear system (5.2) is estimated by the system in Example 1.11of [15], given by
̇
̈

}

We can check the stability of the system (5.5) with
[

, by applying Theorem 3.1 to get
]
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is

At equilibrium ̇

̈

and we have the point of equilibrium

. The

Jacobian is now evaluated at this point to get,
[

]

The linearized matrix then at equilibrium for

gives a stable point at the origin with
‖ ̅

. Also, by condition (3.4) of Theorem 3.1;

‖ ‖

is satisfied but the system (5.5) is marginally stable with

‖

‖ ‖

. Thus, condition

.

We now check using Theorem 4.1 if the system (5.5) is controllable, we have
[

rank [

]

]

[ ],

[

[ ]

]

Hence, system (5.5) is not controllable since rank [

]

. Since some conditions in

Theorem 4.3 are not satisfied, we conclude that the system (5.5) is not Euclidean null
controllable.

Fig. 2: Phase plane diagram of system 5.3 showing the trajectories of the Eigenvalues
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Fig. 3: Open loop output response of system 5.3

6. Discussion and Conclusion
Discussion: First the system is linearized using the Jacobian matrix as shown in equation (5.4) of
the application. The asymptotic stability of the origin for the linearized system is then analyzed
in terms of the eigenvalues of the system as shown in Fig. 5.2. The phase portrait in Fig. 5.2
shows some trajectories of eigenvectors of the negative eigenvalues of the linearized system
(5.3) initially starting at infinite-distance, moves and converges at the critical point. That is,
trajectories moves directly towards and converges to the critical points when the eigenvalues of
such trajectories are less than zero. The figure also shows trajectories that are eigenvectors of the
eigenvalues moving in straight line. The rest of trajectories move initially in the same direction
as the eigenvector of eigenvalue with the smaller absolute value; then farther away, they bend
towards the direction of the eigenvector of the eigenvalue with largest absolute value. Fig. 5.3
shows the open loop response of system (5.3).
Conclusion: In this paper new stability and controllability results for nonlinear systems has been
obtained. The stability result was first obtained using the Lyapunov indirect method to analyze
the local stability of the equilibrium point through the linearization and Jacobian matrix method.
The controllability result of the systems was then obtained using the rank criterion for
properness.

A real-life application (mass-spring-damper system) is given to illustrate the

effectiveness of the theoretical results with simulation output results using MATLAB.
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